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Abstract—The integrated model is a new model that is recently developed to decrease from the classical approach weaknesses and problems in building the management information systems (MIS’s) that are used to solve the management problems in the practical life. The use of this integrated model needs to be tested, to prove how efficiently and successfully the model works. To achieving this objective, this paper uses the mathematical probability theories to implement an internal test of the integrated model work before using it in the practical life. The paper uses the qualitative research method in its methodologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. What is the classical approach

Classical or (traditional) approach is one of the information systems methodologies that are used to build the information systems. One of these information systems is a management information system (MIS), which is a computer-based system that is used in solving management problems [12],[13].

Classical approach has the variety of approaches according to its use; since it adopts the information system life cycle (ISLC) on its work. There are many different ISLC models, but each one of them consists of a series of defined steps or phases, which should occur when building the MIS [10].

These five main steps or stages are:

1) Planning Stage: it is the first stage in the information system life cycle. The responsibilities of this stage are:
   - Defining the problem and collecting the required information about the problem that the system will solve it [2], [3].
   - Determining the user’s requirements, which the developed system will solve.. [2],[3].
   - Determining the estimated budget and time to accomplish the system [2], [3].
   - Suggesting a solution or list of solutions to the problem [2], [3].

2) Analysis Stage: it is the second stage in the information system life cycle. In this stage, the system analyzer will study each solution in the list of the suggested solutions that is obtained from the previous stage (planning stage) and then choose the best solution [2],[3].

3) Design Stage: it is the third stage in the information system life cycle. Here, the designer’s team will provide all the necessary design requirements such as input screens, output screens, reports, database and system algorithms [2], [3].

4) Development Stage: it is the fourth stage in the information system life cycle. Here the system will be programmed and operated [2],[3].

5) Test and Maintenance Stage: it is the fifth (final) stage in the information system life cycle. Here, the system will be tested to verify whether it includes errors or if it needs improvements to be better and effective in achieving the users’ requirements [2],[3].

B. What is the drawback of the classical approach

The information system life cycle of the classical approach (ISLC) consists of five main stages that are: planning, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance or test stages. The classical approach uses these stages in its work in building the management information systems that will be used to solve the management problems. The weakness and problem of the classical approach arises from the permanent use of all of these five stages in all cases; because there are many cases that actually need to use some of these stages but not to all of them, and as a result the classical approach suffers from the weakness and problem in consuming more time and additional cost when it is used to build the management information systems (MIS’s) in order to solve the management problems [1],[2],[3].

C. What is the integrated model, why there is need for this model

The integrated model is a recently developed model by Mohammad Abu Omar and Khairul Anuar Abdullah [1], which uses the classical approach as one of the systems development methodologies to build the management information systems (MIS’s) which are used to solve the management problems.

The integrated model aims to improve the weakness of the classical approach that consumes additional time and cost. The integrated model has accomplished its mission by through the following actions:
a) Finding a new classification of the management problems, that may be solved by building the MIS’s.

b) Developing new sub-approaches from the information system life cycle (ISLC) that is adopted by classical approach. These sub-approaches don’t use the all stages of the (ISLC) of the classical approach, but only the necessary ones.

c) Implementing a compatibility between the newly developed sub-approaches and the different types of the management problems, to achieve suitable and effective use of the sub-approaches in solving the management problems by building the MIS’s.

The integrated model will avoid the classical approach in the permanent use of the all stages in its life cycle, by choosing a suitable sub-approach to a suitable management problem.

II. THE BACKGROUND OF THE INTEGRATED MODEL

STRUCTURE AND WORK

The integrated model develops a new classification of the management problems, as follows [1]:

1) The first category management problems, which include the following problems:
   a) First order management problem
   b) Second order management problem.

2) The second category management problems, which includes the following problems:
   a) First level management problem
   b) Second level management problem

3) The combined management problems, which include the following problems:
   a) First combined management problem
   b) Second combined management problem
   c) Third combined management problem
   d) Fourth combined management problem

Meanwhile, the integrated model develops the sub-approaches from the information system life cycle (ISLC) that is adopted by classical approach. These sub-approaches are:

1) MIS new approach (1)
2) MIS new approach (2)
3) MIS new approach (3)

And finally, the integrated model appoints a suitable sub-approach for solving the related management problem, as in the following procedures [1]:

- The first procedure: (MIS new approach (1) for solving the first order management problem):

The first order management problem has a direct solution; which is clear, and it is usually one. One need only to collect the required information about this problem in order to implement it, and therefore there is no need to find multiple solutions to the problem and having to choose the best solution. This means that there is no need to consume more time, effort and cost in using the analysis stage, which is the second stage in the information system life cycle that is adopted by classical approach [1],[3].

In this case, the integrated model develops a new sub-approach which is defined as: MIS new approach (1), which skips using the analyses stage in building the management information system by using the classical approach [1],[3].

Thus, the skipping of the analysis stage by the MIS approach (1) will decrease from the consumption of additional time and cost through using the classical approach in designing the MIS’s to solve the management problems.

- The second procedure: (MIS new approach (2) for solving the first level management problem):

The first level management problem needs software, which can be found in off-the-shelf software packages. This means that management problem doesn’t need to build and develop new software, but it can use off-the-shelf software packages which can be purchased directly in the markets [1], [2].

According to the information system life cycle (ISLC) adopted by the classical approach, and explained in the introduction of this paper, we will find that the building of the computer program (software), which the management information system (MIS) will use to solve the management problems, is related directly with the third stage (Design Stage) in the information system life cycle. This is because the building of the computer program (software) includes the building of: algorithms, database, input and output screens, reports,...etc, and these are the responsibilities of the (Design Stage) in the information system life cycle [1],[2].

In this case, the integrated model develops a new sub-approach which is defined as: MIS new approach (2), which skips the use of the design stage in building the management information system by using the classical approach [1],[3].

Thus, the skipping of the design stage by the MIS approach (2) will decrease from the consumption of additional time and cost through using the classical approach in designing the MIS’s to solve the management problems.

- The third procedure: (MIS new approach (3) for solving the first combined management problem):
The first combined management problem is formed by the combination of the first order management problem and the first level management problem [1], [2].

The first combined management problem is a first order management problem and a first level management problem at the same time. Consequently, this problem inherits the skipping of the analysis stage from the first order management problem, and also inherits the skipping of the design stage from the first level management problem. Meanwhile, the integrated model develops a new sub-approach which is defined as: MIS new approach (3), which skips the using of the both design and analysis stages in building the management information system by using the classical approach [1], [3].

Thus, the skipping of the analysis and design stages by the MIS approach (3) will decrease more from the consumption of additional time and cost through using the classical approach in designing the MIS’s to solve the management problems.

- The fourth procedure:

The integrated model uses the whole information system life cycle (ISLC) that is adopted by classical approach without skipping any stage in the other management problems, which are defined in the management problems classification and which aren’t used in the previous three procedures. These problems are:
- Second order management problem
- Second level management problem
- Fourth combined management problem

The nature and properties of these management problems make the integrated model use all the stages of the (ISLC) of the classical approach under the name of: the MIS classical approach [1], [2], [3].

The following figure shows the integrated model structure and work [1]:

---

**Management Problems**

1. **First Category Management Problems**
   - First Order Management Problem
     - MIS New Approach (1)
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - Second Order Management Problem
     - MIS Classical Approach
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - First Level Management Problem
     - MIS New Approach (2)
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - Second Level Management Problem
     - MIS Classical Approach
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage

2. **Second Category Management Problems**
   - First Combined Management Problem
     - MIS New Approach (3)
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - Second Combined Management Problem
     - MIS New Approach (1)
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - Third Combined Management Problem
     - MIS New Approach (2)
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage
   - Fourth Combined Management Problem
     - MIS Classical Approach
     - Test & Maintenance Stage
     - Development & Programming Stage
     - Design Stage
     - Planning Stage

---
III. WHY TESTING OF THE INTEGRATED MODEL

According to the previous procedures of the integrated model, some of the integrated model’s sub-approaches achieve the integrated model goal in preventing the classical approach from the consumption of additional time and cost while building the MIS’s, because these sub-approaches skip some stages in the ISLC of the classical approach which are not necessary in building the MIS’s, at the same time, there are some cases that the integrated model can’t skip any stage in the ISLC of the classical approach while building the MIS’s. From here, the integrated model needs to the test, in order to see the overall evaluation of its work, to determine if it is valid or not in achieving its goal in solving the classical approach problem which is the additional time and cost consumed while building the MIS.

A. Testing of the Integrated Model

As it is mentioned in this paper, the integrated model classifies the management problems as in the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Category Management Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ First Order Management Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Second Order Management Problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Category Management Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ First Level Management Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Second Level Management Problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined Management Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ First Combined Management Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Second Combined Management Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Third Combined Management Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Fourth Combined Management Problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The management problems types in the integrated model

Now, the research will determine the management problems which will be solved without consuming additional time and cost, by using one of the developed MIS sub-approaches, as in the fig 7.

This research uses the mathematical probability theories to implement the testing of the integrated model. This testing acts as internal test of the integrated model before using it in the practical life.

The testing procedure includes two tests, which are:

1) Test (A): The Percentage Law Test
2) Test (B): The Simple Random Sampling (SRS) Probability Method Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Management Problem Type</th>
<th>MIS Developed Approach</th>
<th>Saving Time &amp; Cost During the building of MIS to Solve the Management Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First Order Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Approach (1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second Order Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Classical Approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>First Level Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Approach (2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Second Level Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Classical Approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>First Combined Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Approach (3)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Second Combined Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Approach (1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Third Combined Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Approach (2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fourth Combined Management Problem</td>
<td>MIS Classical Approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. The harmonization between the MIS sub-approaches and all types of management problems in the integrated model

B. Test (A): The Percentage Law Test

It is a general test which aims to measure the percentage of management problems which will be solved through the integrated model without consuming additional time and cost:

By returning to the figures: 6 & 7, we will obtain the following:

- The number of all management problems types in the integrated model = (8).
- The number of management problems types which will be solved by the integrated model without consuming additional time and cost = [The number of management problems types which will be solved by using one of these developed MIS sub-approaches: MIS (1), MIS (2), MIS (3)] = (5).
- The number of management problems types which will be solved by the integrated model without saving time and cost = [The number of the management problems types which will be solved by using the MIS classical approach] = (3).
Now, test (A) will use the percentage law, as in the following:

Number of All Management Problems Types in the Integrated Model (which equals 8)

Number of management problems types which will be solved by the integrated model without consuming additional time and cost (which equals 5)

Then, the result of applying the previous percentage law is follows:

The value of \( X = \frac{5 \times 100}{8} \)

Thus, the percentage of \( X = \frac{5 \times 100}{8} \)%

Hence, we can find the following:

\[ a) \text{The percentage of the management problems which will be solved by the integrated model without consuming additional time and cost, will be calculated as follows:} \]

\[ \frac{5 \times 100}{8} \% = 62.5 \% \]

\[ b) \text{The percentage of the management problems which will be solved without saving time and cost is:} \]

\[ 100 \% - 62.5 \% = 37.5 \% \]

1) Analysis of the Test (A) Results:

Test (A) gives positive results of using the integrated model, since the results of test (A) shows that (62.5%) of the management problems in the integrated model will be solved without consuming additional time and cost, while (37.5%) of the management problems will be solved without saving time and cost, thus, test (A) confirms the success of using the integrated model.

The results of the test (A) are clarified through the following chart:

![Graph showing the percentage of management problems solved without additional time and cost](image)

C. Test (B): The Simple Random Sampling (SRS) Probability Method Test

Test (B), is a determined test and it aims to measure the expected probability of using each developed sub-approach: [MIS approach (1), MIS approach (2), MIS approach (3)] which will solve the management problems without consuming additional time and cost. Accordingly, the expected probability of using the MIS classical approach that will solve the management problems without saving time and cost will also be measured, and finally, the comparison between the two results will be created, in order to prove the validity or invalidity, of using the integrated model.

This test is implemented by using the simple random sampling (SRS) probability method, as in the following experiment (Test (B) Experiment):

\[ a) \text{Test (B) Experiment} \]

The test (B) experiment describes the integrated model as in the following figure:

![Test (B) experiment](image)

\[ b) \text{Test (B) Experiment Ingredients:} \]

According to the simple random sampling probability method (SRS), the test (B) experiment ingredients will be as follows:

- **The Sample Space (Ω):** it is the set of all possible outcomes of the experiment.

In test (B) experiment, the sample space (Ω) will be as follows:

\[ \Omega = \{ \text{MIS Approach (1), MIS Approach (2), MIS Approach (3), MIS Classical Approach} \} \]

- **The Number of Sample Space Elements:**

As it is shown in figure (9), the test (B) experiment includes:

- Two from MIS approach (1).
- Two from MIS approach (2).
- One from MIS approach (3).
- Three from MIS classical approach.

So, the number of all (Ω) elements, is (8) elements in the test (B) experiment.

- **The Event:**

The event (E) is a set of outcomes of an experiment (a subset of the sample space) to which a probability is assigned [20].

In test (B) experiment, the events will be as follows:

E1: {MIS approach (1)}.
E2: {MIS approach (2)}.
E3: {MIS approach (3)}.
E4: {Classical MIS approach}. 

[Fig. 8. The test (A) results]

[Fig. 9. Test (B) experiment]
The Probability Theory:

The simple random sampling (SRS) probability method defines the probability of an event $E$ as $P(E)$, as the number of outcomes favorable to the event, divided by the total number of outcomes $\Omega$:

$$P(E) = \frac{\text{Number of Elements of } E}{\text{Total Number of Elements in } \Omega} = \frac{\text{Favorable Outcomes}}{\text{Total Outcomes}}$$

Each element in the sample space $\Omega$ has an equal probability of selection and each combination of elements has an equal probability of selection.

Now, test (B) will apply the probability theory of the simple random sampling method to all experiment events, and thus the probability of using of each sub-approach in the integrated model will be calculated, as follows:

- Probability of using the MIS approach (1) is indicated as:

  $$P (\text{MIS approach (1)}) = \frac{2}{8} = 0.25$$

- Probability of using the MIS approach (2) is indicated as:

  $$P (\text{MIS approach (2)}) = \frac{2}{8} = 0.25$$

- Probability of using the MIS approach (3) is indicated as:

  $$P (\text{MIS approach (3)}) = \frac{1}{8} = 0.125$$

- Probability of using the MIS classical approach is indicated as:

  $$P (\text{MIS classical approach}) = \frac{3}{8} = 0.375$$

c) Analysis of the Test (B) Results

The previous results of test (B) experiment show a high probability of using the MIS developed approaches which will limit the consumption of additional time and cost in building the MIS’s in order to solve the management problems. These approaches and the probabilities of using each one of them are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The MIS Developed Approach</th>
<th>Probability of the Using</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIS approach (1)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS approach (2)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS approach (3)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the Probabilities: 0.625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. The positive results of test (B)

The probability of using the MIS classical approach that will not limit the consumption of additional time and cost in building the MIS’s in order to solve the management problems, is (0.375). Thus, the results of test (B) experiment prove the validity and success of using the integrated model.

The results of the test (B) experiment are clarified through the following chart:

IV. Conclusion

This paper uses the mathematical probability theories to test the validity of the integrated model in achieving its work and mission in limiting the consumption of additional time and cost through using of the classical approach in building the MIS’s in order to solve the management problems. The paper implements two main internal tests that are test (A) and test (B), and the tests’ results confirm the success of the integrated model in achieving its work and mission, since the tests’ results show that the integrated model can solve 62.5% from the management problems without consuming additional time and cost, while 37.5% of the management problems will be solved without the saving of time and cost.

V. Future Work

After the success of the integrated model in the internal test that implemented in this paper, the integrated model needs now an external test in the practical use. This test will increase the confidence of system-developers in the integrated model.
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